Directions
Summer Experience Activity for all Becton Regional High School Students
Attention BRHS Students: Get ready to do some light reading this summer and play Bingo!
To play Bingo, complete a string of 5 squares. The more squares you successfully complete,
the better the reward.
Bingo: Each square on the Bingo board is an activity to complete. Cross out each square as
you go until you complete Bingo. Each Bingo is 5 squares in a vertical, horizontal, or
diagonal direction.
Playing Bingo is optional, but the summer reading assignment (13.-the middle square) is
required to be read by all students.
Activity Squares: The activity squares are exercises all related to nature. In order to be
considered ‘in the game’, you must provide one of the following for each activity as proof
of completion:
● Tweet proof (a 5-photo collage or 10-second video) of the activity to @
 BSummer19
& #BectonSummerExperience
● Create an iMovie or PowerPoint/Google Slides Presentation that adequately
highlights the activity
● Handwrite or type a 300-word journal entry in first person point of view describing
your thoughts after completing the activity. If typing, use MLA formatting: size 12,
Times New Roman font, double spaced, etc.
Please post any questions that arise on the BRHS Summer Experience Google Classroom
Page. The classroom code of the page is _gig4ck__.
Remember: You will return this form on _Thurs., Sept. 5th_ to your English teacher.
Expect a future English assignment related to your summer reading (13.-middle square).
Reward distribution and the raffle will take place in September. The completed form a
 nd
proof of the activities is required on the due date in order to be eligible for any rewards or
entry into the raffle.

● One row of 5 successfully completed=one homework pass
● Three rows of 5 successfully completed=o
 ne homework pass, begin the
year with a 100% weighed as a quiz grade
● The entire page successfully completed=o
 ne homework pass, a 100%
weighed as a quiz, a
 nd entry into the GRAND RAFFLE PRIZE

